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PUPPY Pak
SHILOH SHEPHERDS IN BRIEF

Country of Origin: United States
Group: Herding
Life Span: 9-14 years
Colors: black, white, dual colors (black/cream, black/silver, etc), bi-colors
(bi-black/cream, bi-black/silver), sables in a variety of shades from cream,
golden, brown, and grays
Coats: smooth (short) and plush (long)
Grooming: regular brushings
Height: males no less than 28”, females no less than 26”
Weight: 85 to 140 lbs
Trainability: high; intelligent, but easy going
Activity Level: daily exercise required
Best Home: Indoors with access to yard
Good with Children? yes, with early socialization
Good with Pets? yes, with early socialization
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A SHORT HISTORY
In 1974, Tina Barber began developing a unique line of German Shepherds at Shiloh Shepherd Kennels in
New York State. Her goal was to preserve the type of dog she remembered from her childhood in
Germany; dogs who are good family companions, exceptionally intelligent, mentally sound, big and
beautiful – similar to Chuck Eisenmann’s dogs from The Littlest Hobo. After years of breeding and
training German Shepherds, she chose to start reviving the breed by using the Thuringer lines for
intelligence and the mountain shepherd lines for size and soundness. After years of selective breeding,
Ms Barber separated her foundation stock from the AKC in 1990. When it came time to choose the
name for the new rare breed, the FIC pointed out that most people knew her lines by the kennel name,
and thus Shiloh Shepherd was chosen.
Today four main lines are recognized, named for the bitches who were instrumental in developing the
breed. Kari brought considerable intelligence and fluid movement, Ursa had a beautiful and sound body,
Ria contributed the broad head and softer temperament and Sabrina added in the heavier bone
structure and plush coats. Knowledge of these dominant lines along with their faults and virtues is
paramount when breeding Shilohs; just as crossing these lines correctly can create sound, well formed
Shilohs, crossing them incorrectly can result in hip, back or temperament problems.
Starting in 1990, Shilohs were registered through the FIC as a separate breed. At this time, Ms. Barber
formed The Shiloh Shepherd Dog Club of America (SSDCA, Inc.). After the FIC showed some difficulty
with standards verification, Ms. Barber and the SSDCA decided to open their own registry in 1991, The
International Shiloh Shepherd Registry (ISSR). After some documentation issues became evident, The
Complete Computer Place (TCCP) was contacted in 1992 to design a program to process registry data for
the ISSR. They also maintain an ancestry database to assist in calculating health and temperament
factors within this limited gene pool.
The SSDCA was dormant during part of 1997 to support the opening of a new breed club, The
International Shiloh Shepherd Dog Club (ISSDC). When the ISSDC stopped working with the ISSR and
opened their own registry, the ISSDC/r, the SSDCA reactivated and has been maintained as the breed
club for the ISSR. The ISSDC and its registry closed in 2001. The Shiloh Shepherd Breed Association
(SSBA) was opened shortly after to assume its registry functions. The National Shiloh Breed Registry
(NSBR) was established in 2001 with an emphasis on shared knowledge and giving more control over
breeding to the individual breeder. The Shiloh Shepherd Registry (TSSR) was opened in 2002 with a
focus on health requirements. The ISSDC was reorganized in 2004 as a unifying breed club for the SSBA,
NSBR and TSSR registries.
During recent years, many breeders have focused diligently on health and consequently you will often
see health testing that is above and beyond requirements of any registry or club.
source: Wikipedia
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QUICK REFERENCE

 Shiloh Shepherd Resource Center ~the library
http://www.aboutshilohshepherds.com
The one-stop location to learn about the Shiloh Shepherd, an American Rare Breed and its
History. Looking for a Puppy? Find a Breeder. The Health Center. Breeder's Reference Center
in addition to our Fan Galleries, Tribute Galleries and more. Everything Shiloh! Bookmark this
site and come back OFTEN!

 Dog Breed Designs ~ the Shiloh Shepherd Boutique
http://www.cafepress.com/shilohshepherds
Our Boutique provides you with unique gifts for you to wear, to use, to love. Not just your
ordinary picture placed on a product, but something with that added flair that sets it apart.



OFA (Orthopedic Foundation of Animals)
http://www.offa.org/
Public database showcasing health testing. Also a good reference site for a large variety of
health issues within dog breeds.



PennHIP by Antech Diagnostics, Inc.
http://www.pennhip.com/
Great reference site about the PennHIP hip testing process and canine hip dypslasia.



Care-A-Lot Pet Supply
http://www.carealotpets.com/
Pet supply website favored by many breeders.



Petedge
http://www.petedge.com
Pet supply website favored by many breeders

 Springtime
http://www.springtimeinc.com/
Double check with your breeder for specific recommendations before using.

